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MichelleDavies

I believe that engineers are morally responsible for the impact of the innovations 
that we bring into the world, and that is a responsibility that I take very seriously. 
“How much data should we gather and record? What should we process locally 
and what should we send over the wire?” I found these to be particularly thought 
provoking because it was one that not only connects IoT to research field like 
Data Science, but it is also one that is not easily answered.



I have always believed that the answer to this question lies in the same place as 
the origin of these questions: in the purpose. For example, in doing my IoT 
project for my junior year class, I thought about the data of the riders that was 
being processed over the network, specifically the necessity, security and utility 
of that data. 



Often times, I find that those aspects contradict one another, like the necessity, 
security and utility of collecting location data of the bus in real time: while 
important and useable as data for TCAT, any security flaw in the system could 
lead to the data being taken, used and manipulated in a way that creates a more 
harmful than helpful impact. 



On a larger scale, when I think about my CO-OP in IBM InfoSphere Information 
Server and the data that is being collected, recorded and processed by that 
product, I think about how IBM is facilitating a data transmission highway that so 
many companies use, and how the ethical responsibility is delegated between 
the platform IBM provides and the implementation by the client companies when 
using that platform to facilitate data processing.



While I do not know the answer to any of the questions that I have mentioned, I 
believe that implementing effective IoT systems isn’t about answering any of 
these questions—it’s about challenging the bounds of these questions and 
asking more.



In this portfolio, I provide a lens into how I view the intersection of contemporary 
technology with data, design and social justice. This collection contains a mixture 
of the pieces I have created with different mediums in order to explore these 
questions from multiple perspectives. 
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U.N. Day 
Engaging and 
Meaningful, 

Say Faculty and 
Students

By Qiyuan Shengni, T3
On October 20th, UNIS students 

celebrated the traditions and cultural 
diversity of the UNIS community in 
observation of the 70th anniversary of 
U.N. Day. The event, which celebrated 
the founding of the United Nations, 
drew praise from the UNIS community 
for its new and improved activities. 

The morning of U.N. Day 
consisted of a 90-minute symposium 
featuring prominent outside speakers 
and performances. This was followed 
by an international brunch and a series 
of student- and teacher-led workshops. 

Students enjoyed the workshops, 
which covered an especially diverse 
range of topics from ‘90s hip hop 
to the history of UNIS to global 
economic development. Sophie Hafter, 
a T1 participant in the Tribal Dance 
workshop, recalled her experience, 

“We actually danced during the 
workshop, and it was so much fun!”

Some people also preferred the 
structure of this year’s UN day.  “I love 
that this year’s symposium was short, 
as students seemed to lose interest in 
the past years’ longer assemblies,” said 
T3, Ethan Ngai. “Shorter symposiums 
leave more time for workshops, which 
are usually more interactive.”

Furthermore, this U.N. Day gave 
Tut House students the opportunity to 
cross grade boundaries and meet new 
faces. For example, the Tribal Dance 
workshop provided an easy channel 
for Tut House students to engage 
in intergrade bonding, according to 
Sophie.

Later in the day, Tut House students 
and Junior School students worked 
together to create an art project called 
“The Dot.”  Isis Dickinson, T2, said 
that this collaborative project helped 
her realize that Tut House students 
and Junior School students have 
more in common than she thought.  
As one of the supervisors of the Tut 
House-Junior School project, English 
Department team leader Tom Moore 
hopes that inter-grade events like UN 
day will become more frequent in the 
future. “This event really increases the 
sense of community in UNIS,” he said. 

Junior School students celebrate this year’s U.N. Day.  Photo from the UNIS Flickr page.

THE UNIS HUMAN 
RIGHTS PROJECT

The UNIS Human Rights Project is an ongoing photojournalism advo-

cacy program that works to expose and document social injustices in 

New York City. Beginning this edition, UNISVerse will publish a regu-

lar column featuring the work of student participants in the Human 

Rights Project. It seeks to raise awareness for issues that are so close to 

home, and to inspire the UNIS community to get more involved.

White 
Addiction 
Treated as 

Disease, Black 
and Latino 
Addictions 
Treated as 

Crime
By Elizabeth Letsou, T3

“Give me some of that stuff.” 
These six words sparked a lifelong 
struggle with opioid addiction 
for a prominent Upper East Side 
executive. The opioid epidemic has 
been rampant in New York City, 
claiming the lives of 4,426 residents 
from 2010 to 2015; 13.6 per 100,000 
people died of drug overdose in New 
York in 2015, a 66% increase from 
2010; white Americans are twice as 
likely to die from opioid addiction 
as blacks Americans and four times 
more likely than Latinos, all of this 
according to a 2014 Centers for 
Disease Control and Prevention 
report.

Despite rates of drug use being 
similar across racial groups, whites 
generally don’t receive the same harsh 
punishment as blacks or Latinos. This 
is because white addiction is treated 
as a disease, while black and Latino 
addiction is regarded as a crime. 
This disparity is a result of racial 
biases that impact the way healthcare 
providers prescribe medication, and 
the media’s glamorization of white 
addiction.

Racism within the United States 
healthcare system

Studies show that the opioid 
abuse is less likely to affect minority 
groups due to the “stereotype” held by 
doctors that if they prescribe strong 
painkillers to blacks or Latinos, they 
are more likely to get addicted or sell 
the drugs than whites, according to 
Dr. Andrew Kolodny, co-director of 
opioid policy research at Brandeis 
University’s Heller School for Social 
Policy and Management. Doctors 
overprescribe pain medication to 
white patients, which then serves as 
a gateway to heroin abuse, and they 
underprescribe the same medication 
to black or Latino patients, which 
leads to these patients not receiving 
the proper treatment.

Student Council 
Introduces New 
Regulations for 

UNIS Clubs
By Alexander Nason, T3

A new year, a new student council, 
and a new approach to clubs at UNIS. 
Unlike some years, however, this 
year’s Student Council has been 
highly involved. Since November 
Student Council has been enforcing 
new standards for clubs in order to 
ensure the legitimacy and productivity 

of all clubs. All club leaders are now 
required to keep track of attendance, 
and to report all projects and events to 
the Office of Student Activities. These 

Continued on page 2
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THE UNIS HUMAN RIGHTS PROJECT
The UNIS Human Rights Project is an ongoing photojournalism advocacy program that works to expose and 

document social injustices in New York City. Beginning this edition, UNISVerse will publish a regular column 

featuring the work of student participants in the Human Rights Project. It seeks to raise awareness for issues 

that are so close to home, and inspire the UNIS community to get more involved.

Addiction, continued from page 1

When asked about racial 
disparities in the response to the 
opioid epidemic, Dr. Kamini Doobay, 
of the New York City Coalition to 
Dismantle Racism in the Health 
System, stated that the “automatic 
assumption” that people of color are 
“painkiller-seeking” has a negative 
“influence on clinical practice” and 
“impedes good medicine.”

Criminalization of black and 
Latino addiction

The response to the opioid 
epidemic reveals a broader bias in 
perceptions about drug addiction. 
Since the escalation of opioid 
addiction among whites over the 
past decade, drug addiction is 
starting to be addressed as a medical 
issue rather than a criminal justice 
issue, writes Andrew Cohen, in 
his 2015 piece “How White Users 
Made Heroin a Public-Health 
Problem” in The Atlantic. While 
policymakers push for more lenient 
punishments related to opioid abuse 
and access to rehabilitation services 

for whites, drug abuse by blacks and 
Latinos frequently elicits criminal 
punishment.

Upper East Siders and Bronx 
residents alike struggle with drug 
abuse. Earlier this year, Martin 
Tesher, a prominent Upper East 
Side doctor, doled out 14,000 
illegal presriptions, according to a 
complaint filed in Brooklyn Federal 
Court. However, Dr. Tesher was 
released after paying a $250,000 fine 
and returned to the office the next 
day, according to the U.S. Attorney’s 
Office, as reported in an article on 
DNAinfo.com. Even though Upper 
East Siders commit grave drug-
related crimes, their punishments are 
significantly lighter, perhaps due to 
their social status.

The media play into this bias 
further through their portrayal of 
drug addiction in affluent, white 
neighborhoods. In 2016, Galore 

Magazine published  a piece called 
“Confessions Of An Upper East 
Side Heroin Addict,” chronicling the 
struggles of Arnold Daniel, a young 
man who sought treatment for drug 
addiction. The article glamorizes 
drug abuse and makes the reader feel 
sympathy for Mr. Daniel, continuing 

a long history of romanticizing drug 
use among whites. This glorification 
is seen on popular television shows 
such as Gossip Girl, a show in which 
many wealthy, white, Upper-East-
Side-residing characters struggle 
with substance abuse. Because 
television is sympathetic to these 
privileged drug-users, viewers 
connect to these characters and want 
them to seek treatment instead of 
serving time.

The high rates of white addiction, 
particularly in Staten Island, which is 
a predominantly white borough, have 
led to the public “paying attention 
in ways they haven’t before,” says 
Leah Pope, a senior substance 
abuse research associate at the Vera 
Institute of Justice. While Staten 
Island’s rates of opioid abuse are 
high, in the Bronx, a predominantly 
black and Latino borough, there has 
been a high increase in the rate of 
opioid abuse. Health officials claim 
the Bronx is “ground zero” for New 
York City’s opioid epidemic. It is 
yet to be determined whether opioid 
abuse in the Bronx will be treated 
as a health issue, like its counterpart 
Staten Island, or as a criminal justice 
issue, like history would suggest.

UNIS 
Athletics 

Department 
Achieves Great 
Success in 2017

By Miguel Luis Facundo, T3
As 2017 is a thing of the past, it’s 

time for the UNIS community to look 
back on what a phenomenal year it was 
for UNIS athletics.

UNIS’s sports teams kicked off the 
year with a series of victories. On Feb-
ruary 16, 2017, the Boys Varsity basket-
ball team won their division with a 71-
59 victory against division rivals Trevor 
Day. A few months later, the Boys Var-
sity volleyball team earned first place 
in the states championship, beating 
York Prep with a score of 3-0 during 
the spring season. This marked the first 
time UNIS brought home a volleyball 
state championship.

In the world of soccer, both Varsity 
Boys and Girls soccer teams scored im-
portant victories over rivals. 

The Girls Varsity soccer team made 
history on October 25th in its 1-0 vic-
tory over Columbia Prep, a team which 
until then had been undefeated in the 
NYCAL for three years. Right beside 

them, on the same afternoon, the Boys 
Varsity soccer team claimed its own di-
vision over Trevor Day, winning 3-0.

UNIS also dominated cross coun-
try as Matthew Balcer, T4, finished 
1st of 37 runners in the NYSAIS Boys 
Varsity Cross Country Championships 
as he dashed through the five kilometer 
course in just 19 minutes and 31 sec-
onds.  Noella Kalasa, T3, also placed 
4th out of 25 runners in the Girls Var-
sity competition, with a time of 24 min-
utes, 56 seconds in the 5K. 

The x-factor played a huge role in 
each success in 2017.

“I was glad that years of hard work 
paid off,” said Matthew. He not only 
participates in cross country, but also 
plays for the UNIS volleyball and bas-
ketball teams as well. “When I looked 
to the sidelines, I saw my coaches 
screaming with joy.” 

Mr. Barjoud, the coach of the vol-
leyball team and a multi-year UNIS 
staff member, had a proper send off 
to his wonderful career at UNIS with 
a state’s victory and a standing ovation 
later in the 2016-2017 Athletic Awards 
Ceremony. 

“For soccer everyone had each oth-
er’s back for every play,”  said Charles 
Elder, T4, member of both the champi-
onship Boys Varsity basketball and soc-
cer teams. “Basketball was the same. 

Mr. Barjoud, above; below, 2017 boys basketball. Coutesy UNIS Flickr page.

standardized requirements signify 
a substantial change in UNIS club 
governance; in the past, clubs were 
fairly independent of the student body, 
and were autonomously run.

The Student Council is aiming to 
completely streamline the planning 
of all student-run events. T3 StuCo 

representative Kresten Due pointed 
out that “historically, organizing 
an event required the navigation of 
UNIS’s bureaucracy.” Through the 
implementation of certain practices, 
Student Council hopes to make this 
process less strenuous. 

The sudden implementation of new 
rules and regulations for student-led 
clubs has raised eyebrows in the UNIS 
student community. Some fear that the 
new arrangements put in place might 

hinder the club experience for both 
club leaders and members. However, 
representatives for Student Council 
have assured the student body that “this 
should not be viewed as an attempt to 
police clubs or make life difficult, but to 
ensure that that excellence is properly 
rewarded.” 

With the new regulations already 
in place, only time will tell whether the 
new provisions will work for the better 
or worse for UNIS clubs.

Student Council Club Regulations, 

continued from page 1

Continued on page 3
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TeenTech NY 
Conference 

Bridges
Gap Between 

Tech and Youth
By Christopher Schiff, T3

On Sunday, November 19th, teen-
agers from around the New York area 
arrived at Microsoft’s Technology Cen-
ter in Times Square to attend the fourth 
annual TeenTech NY conference. 

The conference, which focuses on 
youth and technology, is hosted annu-
ally by TeenTech NY, a UNIS-funded, 
student-run non-profit organization.

Members of TeenTech NY arrived 
early Sunday to the Microsoft Technol-
ogy Center to register conference at-
tendees after a long morning of setting 
up. 

The conference kicked off with an 
introduction by TeenTech NY CEO and 
T4 student Diego Flores, before head-
ing into the first of many sessions of the 
day. 

Students from UNIS and other 
schools across the city attended work-
shops and interactive sessions led by 
professional representatives from com-
panies including Microsoft, Citi, Blue 
Apron and Google.

The event ended with a panel dis-
cussion led by representatives Alicia 
McCauley, Dave Seidman, and Eric 
Heaton from B-Reel, a Swedish film 
company.

This year’s conference was the re-
sult of many months of planning – a 
“long and tiring process,” according 
to Diego. The team members went to 
work contacting various industry lead-
ers and reaching out to students not just 
from UNIS, but from all over the city. 

TeenTech NY reaches out to many 
schools and organizations, but it espe-
cially focuses on those who have limit-

ed access to basic technological equip-
ment and education resources.

“Our target demographic are those 
students who don’t even have a basic 
computer science course in their school 
and are searching for anything to grab 
ahold of to be around technology,” Di-
ego said. 

“You don’t have to go far from 
Manhattan to find schools that are heav-
ily underfunded and just don’t have the 
ability to get something as basic as an 
I.T. class up and running. Those stu-
dents are the ones that we actively seek 

out and want to have at the conference.”
TeenTech NY was founded in 2014 

by UNIS senior Tim Cargan. Since 
then, the organization continues to ex-
pand and host the annual conference. 
The goal of the conference has always 
been to educate and introduce students 
to the various fields in the modern 
world. 

By allowing students to have direct 
contact with technology, Teen Tech NY 
hopes to debunk misconceptions about 
technology. “Now more than ever, all 
fields are using technology; musicians, 

teachers, athletes, software developers 
are all using technology in their work,” 
said Diego. 

“The purpose of TeenTech NY is 
to take all of these ideas, applications 
and real-life experiences and put them 
within the reach of young people all 
over New York,” Diego said. 

“It’s been really cool seeing the 
event grow over the years, and more 
and more UNIS students are getting in-
volved, as well.”

Students experience virtual reality at B-Reel’s session at TeenTech NY. Photo courtesy of Ligeia Moltisanti.

 The Boys and Girls Varsity Soccer teams celebrate championships.  Photos from UNIS Flickr page.

Even though I didn’t know [some of the 
T4s who left] personally, they were still 
family. Everyone knew each other and 
shared a common goal to win the cham-
pionship.” 

It seems like there was more to ath-
letics than just sports for these talented 
individuals. 

Throughout each season, UNIS 
athletes were able to strengthen bonds 
between teammates and coaches and 
create new ones that they wouldn’t have 
otherwise if it weren’t for sports.

“Last year I had the privilege to play 
and start on the boys varsity basketball 
team,” said Christiano Wennmann, T3. 
“At first I felt very intimidated, I was 
the only underclassman of the five start-
ing players, but that fear disappeared as 
I developed new friendships and bonds 
with the seniors.”

Winning comes in all shapes, ages 
and sizes, with the championship rosters 
ranging from T4s to middle schoolers. 

It’s evident how much these gifted 
athletes love the game and the impact 
competitions has had on their lives thus 
far.

With 2017 out the door, it is certain 
that the year has truly made its mark on 
UNIS athletics history.

Sports in 2017, continued from page 2
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Why Is Club 
Interest 

Declining?
By Krithika Ravishankar, T4

Club fair marks the day when club 
executives run to their allocated rooms 
to get the best spots to attract the most 
members. It also marks the day when 
excited students run up and down the 
exhausting staircases to sign up for as 
many clubs as possible, hoping to get 
tons of candy for signing up. 

But as much as students hype club 
fair to be one of the most exciting lunch 
breaks in the entire school year, their 
excitement doesn’t seem to last. The fe-
vor with which they write their names 
on sign-up sheets does not equal their 
commitment for fundraiser events or 
even weekly club meetings. 

For many new clubs, about 30-35 
students sign up, but barely 8-10 show 

up to each meeting. Such instances 
don’t just occur for a few clubs; it ex-
tends beyond new clubs to larger ones, 
where attendance has also dwindled re-
cently. 

As co-president of Debate Society, 
I notice a significant difference between 
the number of students who signed up 
at the club fair in the beginning of the 
year versus those who actually attend 
meetings. However, that’s not to say 
that there is no interest whatsoever; 
committed students sign up not only 
for the candy but for the love of debate. 
As a leader of a club, it is not a simple 
task to lure students into meetings. We 
use all types of communication includ-
ing email, Facebook and Schoology, but 
there is something inexplicable about 
why our club, amongst others, does not 
even reach 50% attendance. I met with 
two other club leaders who are also 
struggling to maintain interest in their 
clubs to discuss this recent downward 
trend in club attendance. 

Tejaswi Thapa, T4, president of New 
Music Club: 
 “I feel that club attendance is very 
important. When you sign up for a club, 
you’ve committed yourself. You’ve got 
to realize that clubs have a bigger goal 
that they want to achieve, and to help 
complete that goal, all members must 
participate. When one member slacks 
off, shows diminishing interest, or 
doesn’t even show up, that sets back the 
whole group. In my club, we come to-
gether to make music and all of us share 
that bond, so when one member doesn’t 
commit, we’re not a full club. We don’t 
have everyone’s ideas to start building 
the social relations that clubs are sup-
posed to help us with.”

Gabriela Penido, T4, co-president of 
GoFresh: 

“I think the lack of interest that 
students show toward clubs at UNIS is 
really unfortunate and frustrating.  Stu-
dents don’t seem to be as motivated or 
interested in joining clubs or participat-

ing in club activities. It has affected my 
own club, GoFresh. GoFresh is a club 
which relies on its members to volun-
teer 15 minutes of their time to distrib-
ute vegetables once every other week. 
But we only have a few club members 
who are actually willing to help with 
our only task – distribution. We spend 
most of our time recruiting, in other 
words, begging people to help us.”

As these student anecdotes reveal, 
declining club attendance is not hap-
pening to a few small clubs at the ex-
pense of others. There are three possible 
reasons for club unpopularity: students’ 
involvement in clubs is overshadowed 
by their out-of-school commitments. 
Or maybe students are just signing up 
for clubs for the purpose of appear-
ing interested on their college resume. 
Or maybe kids are just so hungry that 
they don’t want to give up 30 minutes 
of their lunch breaks weekly to attend 
meetings.  So this begs the question: 
will UNIS clubs be a thing of the past 
in the near future?

Didn’t Do Well 
on the SAT? 
Don’t Fret!

By Dharshini Neelamagam, T3 
 As junior and senior year rapidly 
approaches, anxiety is setting in. Col-
lege applications loom overhead, and 
high school students restlessly await 
their SAT test date while question-
ing whether or not they studied hard 
enough.
 Many students are misled into 

thinking that if they do well on the SAT, 
they will instantly have a leg-up in the 
college admissions process. 
 Although this test is an important 
factor in the college admissions pro-
cess, there are so many more parts to 
the application: GPA, letters of recom-
mendation, interviews, extracurricular 
activities, personal essays, and academ-
ic transcripts, to name a few. 
 And although the SAT has been an 
acclaimed method of academic poten-
tial since 1926, people (and colleges) are 
increasingly questioning its credibility. 
 Is the SAT really an intelligence 
test? Is it reflective of how smart you 

are as a person? While it may mean that 
someone with a higher SAT score is 
more “academically minded” than you 
are, this does not mean that you are not 
as intelligent. For example, you might 
be a bad test taker, maybe you didn’t 
prepare as much as others, or perhaps it 
just wasn’t your day. 
 Take it from a T3 student I spoke 
to: “If you want a good score, it’s vital 
to start practicing months in advance. 
It’s important to review a lot of the test 
prep books, especially the ones offered 
by the College Board. Taking a lot of 
practice tests in real test taking condi-
tions is also quite helpful. 

 Ultimately, before the test, don’t get 
too stressed out and remember that the 
test score is not the only factor in the 
college application.” 
     So while it’s important to do your 
best on the SAT, it’s not the end of the 
world if you do not get the score you 
wished for. Keep in mind that there are 
many other factors colleges consider. 
       It is also important to note that the 
college admissions process is actively 
changing and more colleges are imple-
menting test-optional policies, and are 
acknowledging that high test scores do 
not necessarily correspond with college 
success.

Our Flawed 
Lunch Schedule

By Luca Hanlon, T2
Organization is needed at any 

school, but UNIS’s attempt to organize 
the lunch schedule is not working. 

Under the current system, T1s and 
T2s are are not allowed to enter the caf-
eteria until 30 minutes into the 70-min-
ute lunch period, while T3s and T4s can 
eat lunch immediately at 12:50. These 
restrictions are in place on Mondays, 
Wednesdays and Thursdays, and the 

schedule reverses on Tuesdays and Fri-
days. 

Even though the schedule seems 
understandable given that the cafete-
ria wouldn’t be able to accommodate 
all four grades at once, it’s only led to 
chaos. The difficulty of keeping track of 
the schedule is immense. 

Some students follow the schedule, 
but others go down to the cafeteria re-
gardless. As a result, many students find 
themselves eating alone, or separated 
from their friends. Marius Labaune, T2, 
agrees: “It’s so irregular. We never re-
ally know when we can go down and 

when we can’t.” 
The schedule also forces hungry 

students to wait an agonizing 30 min-
utes before they’re able to grab lunch. 
“Sometimes I’m starving and then I try 
to go down first, but the teachers don’t 
let me get food,” said T2 student Sydney 
McDonnough. 

These grievances make it so that 
few students actually follow the split 
cafeteria schedule. And no one can stop 
them: Students slip through the cracks 
on a daily basis. The effects of this are 
pronounced. Next time you go to the 
cafeteria, see if you can make heads or 

tails of the mass of students assembled 
in something vaguely resembling a 
“line.” 

Clearly, this schedule brings noth-
ing but confusion, and a better solution 
is in order. 

The administration could arrange a 
schedule that is constant. If  the sched-
ule were consistent for everyone, we 
wouldn’t need to know if were a Tues-
day or a Wednesday. For those who 
find themselves in the same situation as 
Sydney, any student should be allowed 
to purchase food at any time and bring 
it elsewhere. 

Can Objectivity 
in the Grading 

System Really Be 
Achieved?

By Kresten Due, T3
There are few things in life of 

which we are certain: the sky is blue, 
the meaning of life is 42, and sleep is 
the best thing since sliced bread. Simi-
larly, there are certain truths about 
grading: some teachers are tough grad-
ers, others allow error-carried-forward 
on tests, while some drop the lowest 
grade. Every teacher has their own 
way in which they want things done, 
making the UNIS grade system wholly 
inconsistent.

This problem is intrinsic to teach-
ing. No matter how detailed the rubric, 
there are always differences in how 
teachers interpret grade boundaries. 

One teacher’s 7 is another’s 6. 
Inconsistencies are also more 

prevalent in certain subjects. It’s far 
easier for an English teacher to call 
a student’s work “poor communica-
tion” than it is for a math teacher to 
say a correct answer is incorrect. This 
is because certain disciplines have a 
greater degree of subjectivity – these 
tend to be the humanities. That’s not 
to say other subjects, such as math and 
science are objective: students are fre-
quently asked to use critical thinking 
and are encouraged to show method-
ology. But both of these criteria can 
be hard to grade as there is really no 
clear-cut definition for critical thinking 
nor is there a “right” way to do things.

Should a student who has learned 
something a certain way for their en-
tire life be forced to change their meth-
ods for a specific teacher? Or should 
a teacher be able to assess the various 
methods in which students do things 
(after all, teachers know best)? 

While no one can say for sure, the 

UNIS administration thinks they have 
the answer.

For starters, the rejection of  the 
plus-minus grading system means 
that teachers will be forced to place 
students into larger grade boundaries. 
This loss of specificity benefits consis-
tency. No longer will we be concerned 
about the difference between a  6- and 
a 6: it’s just a 6. Teachers have also at-
tended professional development days, 
some of which have focused on re-
vamping the grading system. 

UNIS is also implementing a new 
report card system, which will provide 
a more holistic review of a student’s 
academic performance. The effects of 
all these changes, however, remain to 
be seen.

There are other more concrete 
solutions that could be considered, 
though all come at a price. One pos-
sibility might be grading on a curve: 
that is, adjusting grade boundaries so 
that a set percentage of students have 
a 7, a set percent have a 6, and so on. 

This comes at the cost of objectivity. 
A 42% on a test might be a 6, in which 
case the student didn’t understand the 
material but just guessed better than 
the rest of their class. 

Another option might be external 
moderation. The IB already does this. 
A sample of tests are graded by another 
examiner. If the scores are consistent 
between the examiner and the origi-
nal teacher, the scores of the class are 
unchanged. If the examiner scores the 
tests higher than the original teacher, 
the classes’ scores are raised and vise 
versa. But this is inefficient, as tests 
have to be graded multiple times, and 
it can often lead to no change in the 
original scores. 

Ultimately, trying to fix grade con-
sistency is trying to inject objectivity 
into a subjective system. It’s trying to 
quantify something that can’t be per-
fectly quantified, and for the most part, 
there are relatively few consequences 
of this imperfection. So is it really 
worth trying to change?
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Getting Rid of the 
Plus-Minus 

Grading System 
Has Been a Huge 

Minus
By Melina Nelson, T4

The Tut House administration im-
plemented a new grading system, start-
ing with the class of 2019, that elimi-
nates the plus-minus extensions of the 
numerical 1-7 scale. According to Tut 
House principal Antoine Delaitre, the 
“simpler and clearer” grading scale was 
implemented for Tut 1s to Tut 3s fol-
lowing an extensive faculty discussion 
last year. The Principal assured students 
and parents in his back-to-school news-
letter that the changes are “designed 
with the students in mind, in order to in-
corporate best practices in international 
education, and ensure that the feedback 
given to students is clear, detailed and 
consistent as possible here at UNIS.” 

 The newsletter itself briefly in-
forms us of the transformations we are 
expected to passively accept. More de-
tailed justifications were included in the 
a linked PowerPoint.

 For the most part, the provided def-
inition of “assessment” in this presenta-
tion is reasonable; yes, assessment is “a 
process for gathering information about 
students’ performances.” Report cards 

and graded assignments are the means 
by which schools can identify which 
of its students are performing well and 
which are not. Assessments are also 
important in informing students about 
their achievements (or lack thereof), so 
that they can solidify or improve their 
academic performance. For this reason, 
it is important that the grade a student 
receives is accurate and consistent with 
his or her semester performance. 

However, the UNIS administration 
does not apply an appropriate definition 
of “consistency” to its new grading poli-
cies. To me, “consistency” implies that 
a student’s report card grades should 
be congruent with the ones they have 
received in the course. Consistency  
does not mean grade uniformity among 
students who have clearly performed 
at different levels (i.e. a student who 
regularly receives 80% in math should 
not be rewarded the “consistent” grade 
as someone who achieves 89%, which, 
according to the new UNIS grading 
system, could potentially be a 6 in both 
cases).   

In the PowerPoint, the grading phi-
losophy at UNIS is “based on the de-
sire to treat all students as capable of 
high levels of performance, and on the 
assumption that all students can and 
should learn well,” and that “the pur-
pose of grading at UNIS is to assess stu-
dents on pre-set learning objectives, not 
against one another (ranking).” While 
this philosophy might reflect an ideal 
mindset of teachers and students, it is 

not practical or beneficial. Comparisons 
and competition are natural motiva-
tions for academic growth. UNIS does 
not want to make comparisons, which 
is understandable. But the fear of com-
paring students to each other does not 
justify giving students lower or higher 
grades than they deserve. A wide range 
of grades does not necessarily warrant 
comparison; rather, it provides subtle 
distinctions between levels of achieve-
ment. This is good, and sometimes even 
essential when it comes to university 
admissions.

The administration is under the 
impression that the new grading sys-
tem will make students’ grades “easier 
for universities to understand.” I think 
the opposite is true: using a plus-minus 
scale allows for more distinction be-
tween academic performance level, 
which can be useful to a university dur-
ing the admission process. 

Part of an admission decision is de-
pendent on finding subtle differences 
among their many applicants. By incor-
porating specific increments, it is easier 
for universities to recognize the student 
with the stronger grades. For instance, 
a consistent 5+ student is noticeably 
different academically from a student 
who generally receives 5s. In the new 
grading system, both would receive 5s. 
There is no distinction, and as a result, 
the decision is ultimately left to chance.

The new grading system is also less 
effective in reflecting academic growth.
For instance, a student who receives a 

6- on  a report card only has to improve 
a maximum of three percent to reach 
the next grading threshold (6). This 
minimal difference will increase the 
likelihood that the student will improve 
their grade, and, consequently, increase 
their GPA. 

Conversely, with the new grad-
ing system, a student who consistently 
achieves low eighties in his classes, and 
is awarded a 6, must improve by a 10% 
margin in order to improve his numeri-
cal grade and reflect an upward trend 
in his transcript. This is exponentially 
harder to accomplish. 

 This also ties into the motivational 
factor of our grading systems. Accord-
ing to the PowerPoint, the “+/- motiva-
tion” is an illusion. That’s not exactly 
true. Students are motivated by the fact 
that there is a higher grade available that 
they can attain through commitment 
and hard work. A student’s incentive is 
correlated to the probability that they 
will improve. The possibility that a stu-
dent improves by one to three percent is 
more likely than ten percent; if they un-
derstand that a three percent improve-
ment will cause a noticeable change to 
their grades, the student might be more 
motivated to work to meet the necessary 
requirements. If a student must improve 
by 10 percent in a class, he or she might 
be discouraged from trying harder. 

The new grading system is anti-
motivational, and is structured under 
the false assumption that each student 
can improve by this large amount.   

It’s Time to Flush 
These Bathroom 
Changes Down 

the Toilet
By Isabela Esteves, T3

I still remember how I learned about 
the big bathroom change last year. One 
of my teachers began first period class 
by complaining about it, and saying the 
school didn’t notify anyone. All school 
bathrooms suddenly became designated 
student-only or faculty-only. 

It was chaos at first: there weren’t 
enough faculty bathrooms, and nobody 
actually knew which ones were for stu-
dents and which ones were for teachers. 
Things eventually settled down. 

But what the administration prob-
ably did not expect were the conse-
quences of this supposedly harmless 
change in policy: the increase of what 
they called the “vaping phenomenon.” 
Students have taken advantage of this 
segregated bathroom system to smoke 
electronic cigarettes in the bathrooms 
without fear of being caught by teach-
ers. So does this bathroom separation 
do more harm than good?

Salvador Uy, the Interim Executive 
Director, stated that the main reason 
why the bathrooms were separated was 
to guarantee the safety and privacy of 
both students and teachers. Mr. Uy also 
added that this policy change was de-
cided by faculty members in a meeting, 
and that it was not a direct response to 
any specific event. 

Policies are constantly being re-
viewed and updated. Mr. Uy certainly 
did not foresee too much backlash. The 
separation, according to him, is also 
regular policy in most schools. 

But by trying to to prevent a non-
existent problem and making UNIS’s 

policies more consistent with other 
schools, UNIS only aggravated the vap-
ing phenomenon.

The UNIS administration was 
quick to notice, and updated the Stu-

dent & Parent Handbook accordingly. 
The handbook now reads: “Authorized 
school personnel may enter the student 
bathrooms for supervision purposes 
and to monitor possible violations of 

the Student Handbook.” However, it is 
still too early to determine the extent to 
which these measures will be effective. 
In order to stop the undesired effects of 
this new policy that supposedly granted 
safety for students and teachers, UNIS 
had to instate even more new policies, 
in a sort of snowball effect. 

It’s not to say that the school admin-
istration isn’t trying to improve bath-

room security and adopt appropriate 
solutions, but they must also recognize 
that they were the ones who made mat-
ters worse to begin with. The bathroom 
changes generally weren’t beneficial 
for the UNIS community as a whole, 
and just because a policy is standard 
for many schools and is widely used, 
it doesn’t mean that it will work at our 
school. 

The abrupt changes in the bathroom policy have confused many students.  Photo by Timothy Lin, T4
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T4 One-Act Plays 
Take the Stage  

By Holly Jenvey, T4
Last November, three T4s 

presented their self-directed one-act 
plays, ushering in a whole new level of 
responsibility for IB Theater students.

IB Theater teacher and Drama 
Department Team Leader, Ms. Kiara 
Downey, first announced the project to 
this year’s T4 theater class in the spring 
of last year. Last semester, the plan was 
executed: Students Matt Leichman, 
Christina Lindstrom, and Alison Swinth 
directed a series of one-act plays, which 
they had studied in class.

For the past three years, the Theater 
Department has offered T4 students 
the additional opportunity to direct 
one-act plays, supplementing the IB 
Theater curriculum. “This program was 
initiated primarily to give IB students 
experience as directors, and also to 
provide opportunities for Tutorial 
House actors to perform in a variety of 
plays that are overseen by their peers,” 

Ms. Downey said. 
The directors collaborated with the 

UNIS community to see their visions 
come to life. IB Music students provided 
live music; Tut House biology teacher 
Mr. Kahn helped with set design; and 
Middle School guidance counselor Mr. 
Smith and the Art Department made 
props.

Matt Leichman was the first of the 
three student directors to put on a play. 
Matt’s production of David Ives’s “The 
Philadelphia” debuted on November 
2nd. The play tells the story of a man 
who finds himself having to speak in 
opposites in order to get what he wants. 
When asked why he chose this play, 
Matt said, “I had acted in a play by 
David Ives before called ‘Soap Opera’ 
and I really liked the quick comedic 
style. I’m also very interested in theater 
design and its premise allowed for 
experimentation.” 

Matt thought that the directing 
process was especially challenging 
due to the fact that he did not have 
an assistant director; as a result, the 
cast became more involved in the 

production of the play. 
David Sazdic, a T1 cast in the 

play, said, “working with Matt was 
a great experience. We were able to 
relate to him more than we could 
with adult directors. We didn’t feel 
restricted around Matt. If we didn’t 
know something, we were comfortable 
asking him. Matt was both an actor and 
a director, so he understood the ins-
and-outs of theater. We had no reason 
to be self-conscious.”  

“The Philadelphia” was a great 
success, and premiered to a full 
audience with an encore performance 
on November 15th.

 Alison Swinth directed “Naomi 
in the Living Room” by Christopher 
Durang, which premiered on November 
14th to a full house. The play revolves 
around the uncomfortable family 
reunion of a mentally unstable 
woman, her son and his wife. “[The 
directing process] was stressful. Most 
importantly, I learned the importance 
of the complicated pre-production 
process. If you don’t have one, it is 
difficult to turn a vision into reality,” 

Alison reflected. 
Christina Lindstrom, T4, is directing 

Robert Scott’s play “Checkmate,” in 
which a dysfunctional marriage quickly 
devolves into something much more 
sinister. 

Christina was inspired to adapt the 
play by her interest in the complex and 
fragile nature of romantic relationships. 
“I like toying with the idea of illusion 
versus reality; often times on the surface 
things may appear calm, but in actuality 
there is boiling hatred festering in both 
people.” 

Her biggest takeaway from this 
project was the realization of the 
complicated and demanding role of 
the director, whose vision ultimately 
shapes the play. “Checkmate” will have 
its first performance this spring.

Commenting on the future of the T4 
one-act plays, Ms. Downey said, “We 
do hope to continue this tradition at 
UNIS. Audiences rave about the plays 
that the T4 directors produce, and we 
would love to offer as many leadership 
opportunities to IB Theatre students as 
possible.” 

Movie Review: 
Blade Runner 

2049

By Lea Chambadal, T3
The expectations were extremely 

high for the sci-fi film Blade Runner 

2049. The movie, set 31 years in the 
future, questions what really constitutes 
being human. It follows the story of a 
bioengineered human, or “replicant,” 
named Officer K (Ryan Gosling) whose 

job is to “retire” (a euphemism for ex-
ecute) older versions of these replicants. 

The movie does an excellent job 
building up suspense, allowing the 
viewers to form their own theories 
about Officer K’s involvement with the 
replicant freedom movement that he is 
investigating. In his mission, he cross-
es paths with former replicant Rick 
Deckard, who was the main character 
in 1982’s original Blade Runner and 
is played by the same actor, Harrison 
Ford. 

The set and costume design in this 
movie are incredible. Scenes are set in 

a wide variety of locations that mix sci-
ence fiction and reality. This imparts a 
very eerie feeling, as if the film’s locales 
are a disturbed image of reality. Los 
Angeles is portrayed as dark and rainy, 
an obvious contrast to the sunny L.A. 
we’re familiar with. Additionally, the 
movie introduces a holographic charac-
ter, Joi, who is K’s girlfriend. Through 
this character, the directors tackle the 
implications of artificial intelligence by 
showing what an AI-filled future might 
look like. Joi is astonishingly human-
like but  is simultaneously disturbing. 

Although this movie was critically 

acclaimed, it did not do well in the-
aters nationwide. It earned only around 
$32.75 million at the box office. Per-
haps this is because the original movie 
came out more than 30 years ago, or 
maybe it is just because the movie came 
out around the same time as the movie, 
It, which drew viewers away. However, 
this movie is definitely worth watch-
ing if you appreciate the science fiction 
genre and are looking for an interesting 
movie with an unpredictable plot. 

Watch Blade Runner 2049 on Am-

azon or iTunes.

The cast of UNIS’s production of David Ives’ “The Philadelphia,“ directed by Matthew Leichmam, T4.  Photo by Christina Lindstrom, T4. 

“The Philadelphia” by David Ives

Director: Matt Leichman, T4

Cast: 
• David Sazdic, T1
• Evan Haacke, T1 
• Dylan Moore, T1

Lighting: Isabelle Jaber, T3

“Checkmate” by Robert Scott

Director: Christina Lindstrom, T4

Assistant Director: Mohona Siddiqi, T4

Cast: 
• Khalid Mahmood Jr., T4; 
• Juliet O’Connor, T4

Lighting: Matt Leichman, T4

“Naomi in the Living Room” by Christopher 
Durang

Director: Alison Swinth, T4

Assistant Director: Marco Heinrichs, T4

Cast: 
• Saverio Cesaretti, T3; 
• Ruiyao Ren, T4; 
• Lucie Blau, T2
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UNISVerse’s Top 
10 Songs of 2017

By Serena Aimen and Sofia Rao, T4s
Music has been an anchor through 

the whirlwind that was 2017. Here are 
our top 10 picks for best songs released 
last year:

***

10. Lorde, “Homemade Dynamite”
      Lorde’s album, Melodrama, is filled    
with intimate pieces that caught wide-
spread attention. We picked “Home-
made Dynamite” for its intense, free-
spirited lyrics that is complemented 
by its minimalist instrumentation that 
pushes the boundaries of pop. 

9. N.E.R.D featuring Rihanna, 
“Lemon”
     After a seven-year hiatus, N.E.R.D 
is back and better than ever. The new 
single is both hyperactive and mini-
malist at the same time, drawing on 
N.E.R.D.’s previous experimentation 
with the genre. With its cowbell-like 
beat and Rihanna’s rapping, “Lemon” 
earns a spot on our list for its bouncy 
tempo, and energetic lyrics.

8. SZA featuring Travis Scott, “Love 
Galore”
     SZA’s 2017 single, featuring rap-
per Travis Scott, reached the top of US 
R&B charts in 2017. The slow-paced 
beat gives the song a classic feeling, but 
the heavy emphasis on SZA’s modern 
R&B vocals makes for an interesting 
combination, and one of 2017’s most 

liked songs.

7. Drake, “Passionfruit”
      Year after year, Drake releases an 
album that reveals another layer of his 
identity. “Passionfruit,” on Drake’s 
More Life, is an ode to his softer side, 
where he copes with the heartbreak 
from a relationship that wasn’t meant 
to be. Nana Rogues’s hybrid dancehall/
R&B beat and Drake’s soothing vocals 
make “Passionfruit” almost therapeu-
tic.  If you ever need to get away from it 
all, sit back, relax and give Passionfruit 
a listen.

6. DJ Khaled, Rihanna and Bryson 
Tiller, “Wild Thoughts”
       Using a sample from Carlos San-
tana’s “Maria Maria” and sensual vo-
cals from Rihanna and Bryson Tiller,  
DJ Khaled managed to create one of 
2017’s most recognizable summer hits. 
The song’s music video helps  drive 
home a sense of mystery and intrigue 
that’ll entice you to sing along. It seems 
DJ Khaled actually does have the key to 
success. 

5. Cardi B, “Bodak Yellow”
      “Bodak Yellow” is easily one of the 
favorite tracks of 2017, holding the No. 
1 spot on the Billboard 100 for weeks. 
It’s a rare feat indeed: The last solo fe-
male rapper to top the Billboard 100 
was Lauryn Hill in 1998. Whether you 
heard the hardcore anthem played re-
peatedly on the radio or on your own 
playlists, “Bodak Yellow” was almost 
impossible not to hear this year.

4. Portugal. The Man, “Feel It Still”
      Every few years, an alternative song 
ends up doing incredibly well on the 

charts. In 2017, Portugal. The Man’s 
upbeat melody and nostalgic bass line 
caused “Feel It Still” to be well-received 
by a wide audience – not just those who 
relate to the emboldened lyrics. Plus, if 
you catch it, there’s the fun addition of 
the interpolated intro from The Mar-
velettes’ “Please Mr. Postman.” 

3. Frank Ocean, “Chanel”
      Frank Ocean’s “Chanel,” with its in-
sightful lyrics and understated energy, 
is 3rd on our list. The cultural referenc-
es, themes of sexuality, and elegant, soft 
background of piano cut beautifully by 
Ocean’s vibrant, reverberant voice al-
lows the song to be hailed by many as 
one of the best of 2017. 

2. Khalid, “Location”
      Just out of high school at 19 years 
old, Khalid is perhaps this year’s most 
unexpected music success story. “Loca-
tion,” the breakout single from his de-
but album American Teen, reached #8 
on the Billboard Hot R&B Songs chart. 
Khalid’s soothing vocals in this song 
about young love slide it into second 
place. 

1. Kendrick Lamar, “HUMBLE”
      Named one of Barack Obama’s favor-
ite songs of 2017, it’s not shocking that 
Kendrick Lamar’s “HUMBLE” is our 
pick for the best song of the year. With 
a simple yet electrifying beat, Kendrick 
conveys his life story from growing up 
eating “syrup sandwiches” in Compton 
to enjoying the successes of his hip hop 
career, all with his everlasting message 
to other rap artists: be humble.  

REALLY REAL 
NEWS: NASA 

Discovers Minia-
ture Black Hole 

in Middle of 
UNIS

By Herbert Wimple, T5 
 Last Saturday, at 2:34 PM, a 

group of NASA scientists, dressed in 
black suits and wearing sunglasses, 
entered UNIS to study a rare phe-
nomenon. They claimed they detect-
ed a rare instance of space distortion 
called Hyperspatium – something 
(they couldn’t exactly remember its 
name) apparently located in the caf-
eteria.

“We have never seen anything of 
this kind before,” said Ashley Bray, 
an expert who specializes in some of 
the confusing parts of physics. “It has 
so far been only described theoreti-
cally and we don’t know much about 
it yet.”

They do know, however, that 
these irregularities can transport 
objects to a different universe. This 
could help explain quite a few events 
that regularly occur at UNIS.

It could, for example, be the cause 
of the frequent disappearance of the 
cafeteria’s forks and knives. Accord-

Continued on page 8

1. Where can you be found on a Friday night?
a. At a protest, obviously. The world isn’t gonna change 

itself you know.
b. stuDYING
c. On the dance floor!
d. Practicing my traditional Indian classical music

2. What do you usually do right after school?
a. Draft my protest Haiku and send it out to my senators
b. Work (with a lot of breaks for naps)
c. Hibernate for the weekend
d. Yoga, to cleanse my soul and prepare for the evening

3. What’s your favorite class?
a. Global Politics
b. Higher Chem
c. Free Period
d. Foreign Language

4. What’s your least favorite class?
a. Math
b. Higher Chem
c. I can’t decide, there are just so many
d. History

5. What do you do during lunch?
a. I’m basically at club meetings every single day
b. In the library. Usually I have my computer open with 

the intention of doing work, but for some reason that 
never works out

c. Hang out in the cafeteria
d. Plan for Eurotrip

6. What are your hobbies?
a. Debate
b. Sleeping
c. Dancing
d. If it’s Monday it’s Japanese tea ceremony, if it’s 

Tuesdays it’s salsa dancing, if it’s Wednesday… 
7. What’s your favorite food?

a. Quinoa salad
b. A jar of nutella
c. Pizza, I mean, it’s a classic
d. It’s actually a traditional Taiwanese dish, I don’t 

know if you would know it
8. What do you do in the summer?

a. I like to volunteer at different organizations all 
around the world

b. I enjoy the relaxation of my own bedroom
c. Let’s just say the parties are better in Europe
d. I really just love to go to different countries and 

explore different cultures. My parents are from like 
12 different places so I usually have to go there as 
well

9. What’s the first thing you do when you wake up?
a. Check social media (for news information of course)
b. Go back to sleep
c. I don’t sleep, so this question isn’t really relevant to 

me
d. My sun salutations

10. How would your friends describe you?
a. Knowledgeable and well-spoken
b. Stressed
c. Fun
d. Fascinating

What Type of UNIS Student Are You?
Take the quiz, and then check your results on page 8. 

By Alison Swinth, T4
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Sudoku

By Tamami Kawai, T4

Instructions: Fill in the grid 
so that every column, line 

and 3x3 square contains the 
numbers 1 through 9. Each 

number can only appear once 
per column, line, or 3x3 box.

Answer Key:

EXTRA REAL 
NEWS:

UNIS Holds 
Fire Drill at 

Statistically Most 
Inconvenient 

Time
By Timothy Lin, T4

In what has been described as 
“one of the most agonizing 50 minutes 
in UNIS history,” UNIS conducted 
a fire drill at the statistically most 
inconvenient time possible, according 
to Fire Drill Department of New York 
(FDDNY) sources. 

The drill, which occurred at 11:20 
AM on Friday, interrupted lunch for 
the Junior School students, IB foreign 
language oral exams for T4s, a grade-
wide Biology CA for the T1s, further 
oral activities for the T3s, and a heated 
volleyball tournament for the MS 
students, forcing the entire student 
body outside without jackets into the 
sub-zero temperatures of the coldest 
and rainiest afternoon of the year. 

The drill drew a mixed response 

of surprise, annoyance, and awe 
from faculty and students alike. 
Many expressed exasperation at the 
especially ridiculous inconvenience 
that it had posed, while others admired 
the administration’s impressive effort 
to outdo the already outstanding 
disturbances of previous fire drills. 

“Considering UNIS had conducted 
a fire drill just an hour before, I certainly 
did not expect another one on the same 
day,” said a Tut House science teacher 
who asked to remain anonymous. 
“That’s why I decided that 3rd period 
would an ideal time for my T1 bio 
students to take their CA, a period that 
would be free of interruptions. Well, I 
was wrong. Very, very wrong.“

Aside from the staggering amount 
of important interruptions that it caused, 
Friday’s fire drill has been noted for the 
particularly slow speed of its execution. 
By the time the fire department arrived, 
less than 40% of the students had 
actually exited the building, thanks to 
the efforts of various administrators and 
teachers who blocked three out of the 
four exits to the building by standing 
in front of the doors while holding up 
signs reading “silence.” This maneuver 
caused the the flow of students exiting 
the building to grind to a near halt. 

“What a mess. There was backup 
up the B staircase all the way up to 
the 5th floor. We couldn’t move; we 
were pressed against one another like 

caged animals and the whole staircase 
smelled like body odor,” recalled a 
T4 student, whose IB French oral 
exam was interrupted and therefore 
annulled with one minute to go. “But 
even though it was a total headache, 
I’m actually sort of impressed by the 
chaos that UNIS was able to create. 
There was something almost beautiful 
in the fact that the fire drill created such 
unity in the UNIS community; all our 
bodies literally became one heaping, 
hot, connected mass of confusion. The 
cacophony of the shushes by teachers 
added to the atmosphere. I don’t even 
mind having to retake that oral exam.”

The fire drill came after years of 
secret research, during which the Head 
of School’s office precisely determined 
the most inconvenient time for a drill. 

“We originally planned the drill 
to take place earlier, in mid-October,” 
said an anonymous UNIS official. 
“Many of the same conditions applied. 
There were a lot of exams and events 
that day, so there was great interruption 
potential; as a matter of fact the board 
gave the October date an inconvenience 
rating of 9.5 out of 10. But the weather 
just wasn’t miserably cold enough, so 
it wasn’t the best. Eventually we had 
to rule it out. But January…it was the 
perfect storm.”

“We are proud to say that years 
of intense planning have yielded 
successful results. We cross-checked 

schedules to make sure every grade 
was in the middle of something 
important. Everything was strategic. 
The teachers blocking the exits – what a 
brilliant trick. That put it over the edge. 
Needless to say, this is great cause for 
celebration. The UNIS administration 
would like to thank UNIS students and 
faculty for cooperating, because in the 
end, we can only take so much credit. It 
is ultimately their frustration that made 
the drill a great success.”

The fire drill has been since been 
called “excessive and burdensome” by 
the NYC Department of Education, 
which usually does not comment on 
extraordinary fire drills. In addition, 
the Guinness Book of World Records 
has awarded the “Most Ridiculously 
Inconvenient Fire Drill” title to UNIS. 

In a note commending students for 
their aggravated performance during the 
fire drill, the administration suggested 
that future inconveniences should be 
expected. “While it is important to 
celebrate such successes, it is important 
to note that we, as a school community, 
should not become complacent. We 
will do our part to think of new ways 
to inconvenience our students further in 
bigger and better ways,” 

With that in mind, UNIS has 
announced a mandatory lockdown drill 
to be held on Christmas, at 5:00 AM. 
All UNIS students must attend or they 
may risk expulsion.

ing to NASA, “small-scale aluminum 
entities such as food consumption im-
plements are particularly susceptible 
to  transference to another universe,” 
meaning it is most likely physics, and 
not the school, that is to be blamed for 
the lack of forks.

The distortion would also account 
for the countless e-mails from students 
who think they have lost something. In 
fact, their belongings have been sent 
far, far away to another universe. This 
will be unfortunate news to them, as 
NASA estimates that the expenses of a 
jacket retrieval from space would cost 
at least 55 trillion dollars, plus tax.

As NASA continued to investi-
gate the situation, they discovered that 
the distortion (also referred to as the 
black hole by people who don’t know 
what they’re talking about) has been 
here for three years. Further research 
showed that it was probably the result 
of a failed physics experiment. Or suc-
cessful physics experiment, if its goal 
was to create a black hole.

Black Hole at UNIS, continued from 

page 6

So, What Type of UNIS Student Are You? Take the Quiz on Page 7!

Mostly A’s
THE ACTIVIST

You have very strong 
opinions and are unafraid 

to share them. You go to 
every protest (making sure to 
post pictures on Instagram and 
Snapchat of course). If anyone 
asks you what your opinion is 
on an issue you are happy to 
share in a long-winded rant. 
You’re even happy to share 
when nobody asks what 

your opinion is!

Mostly B’s
I B DYIN’

You are known to come 
to school having gotten 

three or less hours of sleep, 
mostly because you make a 

declaration of it every time you 
walk into class. One of your 

favorite activities is listing out 
all of the work you have with 

dramatic groans after each 
assignment. Any of your 
friends can look forward 

to consistently being 
tagged in IB memes on 

Facebook.

Mostly C’s
THE PARTY 

ANIMAL
You roll up to every party. 

Your response to the IB stress 
is to just party it off. Your 

dance moves are legendary. 
You love to share all of your 
party experiences (because, 
if it’s not on Snapchat, did it 
really happen?). You often 

come in on Monday morning, 
stating “Guess what 

happened this weekend?” 
even when nobody 

asks. 

Mostly D’s
MS./MR. 

MULTICULTURAL
You’re basically the UNIS 
poster student. You speak 
approximately 7 different 

languages (a fact which you 
are constantly willing to share). 
Asking you where you’re from 

usually requires a map and a long 
explanation of your complicated 
family history. You’re constantly 

describing how different it 
is “here in America,” and 

describing how your 
culture(s) is(are) 
different (better).
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Nepal Trip a 
Huge Success, 

Large Expansion 
Planned

By Alison Swinth, T4
 On March 19, 2017, after 
almost 24 hours of travel, 20 exhausted 
T3 students arrived in Kathmandu, 
Nepal. Their arrival in Nepal was the 
culmination of months of preparation 
and excitement. What followed was an 
unforgettable two-week trip that gave 
the students the opportunity to explore 
Nepal and to teach at two schools 
for which they had raised more than 
$30,000 in the fall of 2016.
 For four days, the students 
taught grades K-5 at two elementary 
schools in Nagarkot, Nepal. Prior to the 
trip, they spent weeks preparing lesson 
plans, buying school supplies, and 
trying to learn some Nepali phrases. 
 Each pair of student teachers 
came with an entire suitcase filled with 
everything from pencils, to stickers, to 

glitter paint. 
 Most students had no idea what 
was in store for them. As one student 
remarked,“We got onto the plane and 
none of us knew what to expect. The 
only thing we knew was that we wanted 
the kids to have a good time.” 

Despite the initial challenges, 
the UNIS students quickly bonded 
with the Nepali students in a way 
that they never anticipated. During 
recess, UNIS and Nepali students 
were seen running and playing 
together in the playground, and 
many students remarked that they 
felt they had really “gained an 
insight into the Nepali children’s 
lives.” 

By the second day, many 
UNIS students had found a favorite 
child in their class whom they 
could talk about endlessly. On the 
final day the students described 
genuine emotional connections and 
understandings across a language 
and culture barrier that three days 
prior had seemed impenetrable. 

Though this was only the 
third iteration of the annual excursion, 
the Nepal trip has quickly become 

an important institution in the UNIS 
community. The Nepal Club has 
established itself through its extensive 
and conspicuous fundraising all 
through the fall, and continues to grow 
in membership and prominence. 

The executive committee and 
Ms. Jamie Dougherty, the club’s 
advisor, have ambitious goals for 
its continued growth and plan to 
implement some major changes in 
the way the club and trip are run. 
They hope to increase the number 
of students on the trip from 20 
to 40 and expand to both the T3 
and T4 grades and partner with 
additional schools in the Bandipur 
region of Nepal. This means that 
in the coming year, up to 40 UNIS 
students will be split between three 
schools in two different locations in 
Nepal. 

When compared to the small 
journey that brought just 12 T2 
students to one Nepali school three 
years ago, it is hard to imagine how 
far the Nepal trip has come. 

It is even harder to imagine 
what the club might be doing in 
another three years.

Voter Turnout High 
as Election Fever 

Grips UNIS
By Qiyuan Shengni, T3

 On May 25, 2017, two weeks of 
intense campaign efforts came to an end 
as voters in the Tut House elected their 
president, vice-president, and grade 
representatives to Student Council. 

As online voting drew to a 
close on that Thursday afternoon, many 
candidates and students believed that 
this election was the most exciting of 
the past four years.
 Student Council president Eloise 
Chambadal believes that this year’s 
election was much more interesting and 
students were much more engaged than 
in previous years. “I think this is mostly 
because there were more candidates and 
students concerned with issues like the 
change of the grading system,” she said. 

Some students were pleased 
with the progressive platforms of the 
candidates. T3 students Alexa Arrieux 
and Gerly Ketsia Ngyema claimed that 
the speeches addressed most of their 
concerns, and were very glad to hear 
that the candidates were eager to resolve 
the problem of grading inconsistencies.

Others vented frustrations. 
Students Celine Bassman and Junelis 
Villar, T3, spoke extensively about how 
the dress code unfairly targets girls, 
and contradicts UNIS’ and the United 
Nations’ mission to achieve gender 
equality. They were also disappointed 
that the candidates failed to address 
verbal and physical bullying, among 
other relevant issues. 

Five anonymous T2 students 
were glad that candidates mentioned what 
they believed to be the administration’s 
mishandling of punishment as a serious 
issue on the campaign trail. The issue 
was particularly important to the T2s, as 
the entire grade had to retake a biology 
test after one student had cheated, while 
a whole cabin was asked to clean a table 
after one student used foul language 
during the Frost Valley trip. 

“This year, we are really 
discussing specific problems faced by 
students,” said one of the T2s. “It is a 
major change in UNIS elections.” 

Elizabeth Letsou, T3, believes 
this specific treatment of issues 
contributed to the high level of student 
engagement: “I think students were 
more engaged in this past election.” Tim 
Moerkens, T4, agrees. “This year, other 
students and I have been a lot more 
involved,” he said. 

Tut House students generally 
believe that this is the most exciting and 
engaging election in recent years. And 
the numbers agree. 

According to Student Election 
Committee member Wonjae Chang, 
as a result of the high level of student 
engagement, this year’s average voter 
turnout rate was 80%, a 5% increase 
from last year.
 “I believe this year’s election is 
no longer about popularity but about 
passion and changes,” articulated 
Tejaswi Thapa. “We now have a 
passionate new council, and we are 
going to engage and empower the 
students and make real changes.”

Students from the Class of 2018 on the Nepal trip last March. 
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The Good, the 
Bad, and the 
Ugly of IB 
Transitions

By Isabela Mosna Esteves, T3
During last year’s second 

semester, the T2s were introduced to 
the IB Programme, which resulted 
in a lot of confusion: the daunting 
selection of subject choices, the idea 
of writing the Extended Essay and 
Internal Assessments, and other IB 
requirements. 

However, after a long summer 
break, the new T3s stepped into school, 

took a deep breath, and prepared 
themselves to embark on the next two-
year journey of their academic lives.

One of the feelings that 
seems to prevail among students is 
excitement. Adrian Oliensis, T3,  said 
that even though the idea of having to 
do some of the “long-term projects” 
(namely, the Extended Essay and CAS 
Project) worried him, he is excited by 
the fact that he is able to take a course 
like Economics, which allows him to 
explore his specific interests beyond the 
average core curriculum. 

Another student stated that he 
does not like the IB, but mostly due 
to the way it is approached at UNIS: 
“Right at the beginning, CAS and the 
Extended Essay were not explained. 
The workshops didn’t seem particularly 

helpful.” 
The student also emphasized 

his frustration with the course selection 
phase. While he hoped to take Higher 
Level Physics and Higher Level 
Chemistry, he was forced to settle for 
Standard Level Chemistry instead. 
“The teachers encourage you to do 
whatever you are better at, not what 
you are interested in, and they don’t 
recommend a lot of students for the 
Higher Levels on purpose.” 

A nearby student who was 
listening agreed. Nonetheless, the 
student also pointed to some positive 
aspects of the IB, like the possibility of 
choosing between Higher and Standard 
Level classes, and being able work 
closely with friends who share similar 
interests.

Other students, however, 
said that there has been little change 
since T2 and the transition was not so 
dramatic. T3 student, Francis Smith, 
said, “Well, I can’t talk about how the 
IB transition was, because for me there 
was no transition.” 

Something that might reinforce 
this impression is the fact that there is no 
real change in the school environment: 
the teachers and the class structure 
remain the same. For now, things 
appear to be almost the same. 

After only a couple of months 
of school, most students seem to have 
formed strong opinions about the IB 
– some are stressed already, others 
excited, or even indifferent – but this is 
just the beginning for the T3s, and their 
opinions are subject to change over the 

Enigma:
A man has a goat, a wolf, and 

some lettuce.  He needs to 

get to the other side of a riv-

er. He has a boat but there is 

only space for him and one 

other thing on the boat. If he 

leaves the goat and the let-

tuce alone, the goat will eat 

the lettuce. If he leaves the 

goat and the wolf alone, the 

wolf will eat the goat. How 

does he get all three things 

to the other side of the river?
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Extended Essays: 
Expectations vs. 

Reality
By Alison Swinth, T4
 The Extended Essay is a 
project that can simultaneously strike 
intense dread and excitement into the 
heart of any Tut House student. This 
extensive research project is unlike 
anything students have written in the 
past and requires an immense amount 
of independent, self-motivated work. 
Many students expect a moment where 
they will suddenly “get it,” where the 
great secret of the Extended Essay will 
be revealed to them. 
 Yet, after talking to three T4s 
about their essays, it became clear that 
there really is no such moment. 
 The process is exactly what 
they say it will be: you find a fascinating 
topic and then spending hours and hours 
researching and writing about it. 
 The three students profiled here 
wrote their essays on diverse topics: 
Leila Satyanath-Mee’s Global Politics 
essay is about “Plan Colombia, and the 
negative effects that US intervention 
had on Colombia during the War on 

Drugs”; Elsie Beliwine’s Biology 
essay is about “stem cell pathways 
and the effect of a specific protein on 
mice’s bone marrow”; and Christina 
Lindstrom’s Theater essay is about “the 
exploration of the role of the audience 
in theater through the lenses of two 
contrasting theater theorists, Aristotle 
and Augusto Boal.” 
 Though these three different 
topics required different approaches, 
students described similar processes 
and anxieties about their essays.
 Naturally, the first challenge 
for the Extended Essay is picking a 
topic. This is an overwhelming process 
for anyone. We all sit and wait for the 
strike of lightning in which the most 
ingenious idea we have ever had comes 
to us, and we will be overcome with a 
passion that motivates us throughout 
the entire writing process. 
 The language interviewees 
used when describing their topics, 
however, was much more subdued. 
 Elsie explained that she 
“wanted to learn more about the cellular 
pathways that we never really go into 
detail about,” and Christina “was 
interested in the effects of performances 
on the audience, specifically how they 
feel during and after a show.” Their 
experiences in picking topics were 

typical. They were interested in a topic 
briefly covered in class and decided 
to delve deeply into the specifics of 
it. This is not to say that they weren’t 
interested in their topics; it’s more that 
there wasn’t an instantaneous moment 
of clarity. Rather, an initial interest 
gradually intensified into a passion.
 Tackling the vast amount of 
research required for the project was 
definitely an overwhelming hurdle for 
the three students. Elsie confirmed that 
this was the largest research project 
she’d ever embarked on, as she had 
never had access to a real research 
lab before. Christina and Leila agreed 
with this sentiment but only in terms 
of the length of the project. Leila even 
commented that she “did the same 
amount of reading and research as [she] 
always [does],” and Christina pointed 
out that “the way in which it was 
structured is normal.” 
 All three agreed that the 
research required is at a new level as 
compared to the past, but Christina 
puts it best when she states, “You just 
have to overcome that fear and start 
writing whatever comes to mind. And 
eventually you get the juices flowing.”
 As it turns out, most of the 
advice that is given to T3 students when 
they are about to start their Extended 

Essays isn’t even relevant in the end. 
Elsie’s advice is the most common: The 
Extended Essay should be completed 
over the summer. 
 However, only one of the three 
students profiled actually finished their 
draft over the summer. Christina “made 
a plan over the summer, sometime 
in July” and Elsie  “worked at a lab 
Monday through Friday for six weeks 
from 9:00 am to 5:00 pm each day.” 
Still, neither student managed to finish 
their Extended Essay. “I didn’t actually 
start writing until a week before school,” 
said Christina. Students frequently go 
into the summer with grand plans, but 
come September, students begin the 
new school year with overwhelming 
stress and an uncompleted draft.  
 Even as due dates approach, 
there is still stress concerning the 
Extended Essay process among T4s. 
Perhaps there is some final piece of 
wisdom that we have yet to learn, 
some secret of the essay that will be 
revealed to us only in the final moments 
of finishing it. It is more likely, 
however, that when you remove all the 
expectations from the Extended Essay, 
it’s as simple as its name suggests: it’s 
just a long essay. And if IB students 
know how to do anything, it’s how to 
write essays. 

Fairness in 
Clubs’ Promotion 

Process
By Qiyuan Shengni, T3

It was last year, in March: A 
T3 student put down her name, her 
desired position within the Model UN 
Executive Committee, and her reasons 
for applying. She waited excitedly 
for a response, but nobody followed 
up with her. She only found out who 
got the position after a list of new 
appointees was published on the Model 
UN Facebook group – just names, no 
reasons. She was confused, frustrated, 
and annoyed. 

Such incidents raise questions 
about transparency and equal 
opportunity for the club’s promotion 
process.
         Samantha Ohlin, a T3 student, 
claimed to have been in a similar 
situation with her UNIS-UN club 
application last year. “They never 
informed me about anything after the 
application,” she said, referring to the 
UNIS-UN executives.  “I was deeply 
disappointed.” 

“These types of things should 
not be happening,” said Mr. Baha, the 

Director of Student Activities.
        Fifteen out of the 22 clubs that 
responded to to a recent UNISVerse 
survey said they appoint club leaders 
directly through applications and 
interviews; five decided to hold 
democratic elections; and the remaining 
two allowed the current executives 
to maintain their positions for the 
following school year. Appointment 
systems tend to produce candidates 
who are qualified, but they lack 
transparency and reasoning. On the 
other hand, democratic elections ensure 
transparency and participation, but put 
excessive emphasis on speaking skills 
and popularity. In other words, neither 
system is perfect, but certain steps could 
be taken to improve their fairness.

“Excomm is selected through 
an application and interview process,” 
said Sean Lenz, last year’s co-president 
of the UNIS-UN club. “Everyone 
who applies has the opportunity to be 
interviewed by a member of Excomm. 
We then meet to discuss our choices 
and organize the committees.” 

But according to a member 
of UNIS-UN, applicants aren’t made 
aware of the criteria for selection, nor are 
they given justification after executive 
members are selected. When surveyed 
as to whether or not clubs use criteria 
before any promotion or justification 

after it, representatives from the Asian 
Culture Club, Calligraphy Club, and 
Philosophy Club said “no.”

Such inconsistency makes 
the entire appointment system 
prone to rumors, especially rumors 
about nepotism. Anand Singh, T3, 
the president of the History Club, 
commented on this problem: “One 
limitation is letting your judgment be 
compromised because the candidate is 
a friend or they try to bribe you. Or they 
pretend to care just to have something 
on their résumé so they can say they 
had a leadership position.” 

The appointment system can 
discourage members because of its 
lack of transparency. As there is little 
explanation behind the appointment of 
new executives, club members become 
hesitant to apply, which can decrease 
their dedication to the club. “Members 
may not like the way the president acts 
or they may believe that the president is 
too strict, which brings down the overall 
morale of the club,” offered Christiano 
Almeida, a T3 student who is involved 
in both the Model UN Math clubs.

Elections can be unfair as 
well. Despite the fact that elections 
guarantee that every student has a 
voice, the necessary skills, knowledge, 
and qualities that the candidates must 
possess to run a club successfully are 

often absent. Aryan Kejriwal, T4, and 
Matt Leichman, T4, said that they didn’t 
know of any necessary qualifications 
for application. Consequently, this 
system tends to give an advantage to 
those who are good speakers over those 
who may be more  qualified candidates. 

While specific criteria are 
fundamental for both systems to justify 
executive decisions and properly guide 
voters, none of the 22 clubs – whether 
those that hold democratic elections or 
those who make direct appointments – 
accomplish this. Mr. Baha believes that 
clubs need to “send out criteria and make 
them public” before any appointments 
or elections to ensure an “equal chance” 
for all club members. Furthermore, he 
claims that new members, including 
T1s, are entitled to be considered for 
leadership positions. 

As a solution, he suggests 
forming an Audit Club, which would 
serve as an independent organ and be 
in charge of inspecting and regulating 
club activities and club promotion 
process along with the consultations 
of the Office of Student Activities and 
student opinions.

Transparency and fairness are 
fundamental to the promotion process, 
and they should be further improved to 
ensure a healthier, and more committed 
membership base for UNIS clubs. 

More is Needed 
for Our Mental 

Health
By Valentine Grignon, T4
 It’s ironic how UNIS advocates 
for a “better world” yet does not 
completely recognize the importance of 
their students’ mental health. Is UNIS 
a “better world” when its students are 
exhausting themselves in the name of 
perfectionism? 
 Pressure for returning T4s is 
mounting and stress levels are through 
the roof. T4s scramble to complete 
their Extended Essays and other IB 
requirements, and nearly everyone, 
of course, is working on university 
applications. Many feel as though these 
pressures require them to sacrifice 
sanity for good grades. As a result, 
students struggle to find a balance 
between the two. 

 In the second week of school, 
UNIS held its Week without Walls, a 
three-day event for students throughout 
the Tutorial House to engage in out-
of-school activities. The Week without 
Walls is intended to be a break from the 
everyday stress of academics.  The T1s 
spent time bonding at Camp Bernie, the 
T2s worked as a team on the canoe trip, 
and the T3s enjoyed some relaxation 
at Camp Getaway. The T4s, however, 
stayed at UNIS  to attend workshops 
meant to promote mental and physical 
well-being. Yet to many, the T4 
initiative achieved quite the opposite.
 One great way to create more 
effective mental health initiatives 
would be to include students in the 
process. For instance, the T4  Week 
without Walls experience included a 
seminar on anxiety and perfectionism 
led by outside facilitators. Beforehand, 
we could have had a student-led 
discussion on what kinds of stress 
we deal with and what we think we 
need.  That information could have 

been used in the workshops. How will 
students take mental health seriously 
if we’re not a big part of the planning? 
Ironically, the seminar spoke about how 
perfectionism is excessively valued, yet 
UNIS is the one setting the standard 
that everyone is perfect and that we are 
a “better world”... no wonder we’re all 
crumbling on the inside!
 We also need to increase 
community awareness of mental health 
issues. One seminar is not enough to 
make our problems disappear. Speaking 
as someone who has academic 
anxieties, I would love it if there were a 
relaxation guide, to know that I am not 
alone, and that it is okay to be stressed – 
but it is more important we take care of 
our mental health. When we’re feeling 
too stressed to cope with school and we 
start panicking, we need something to 
ground us. 
 I would like the community 
to show greater concern for students’ 
mental well-being. Rather than just 
assuming a student is alright if there 

are no outward signs, we should all 
recognize that often students don’t 
speak out because mental health is 
an uncomfortable subject made even 
more so when not addressed. This is 
why we need to cultivate a comfortable 
environment and break the stigma of 
mental illnesses. 
 The IB makes us feel enormous 
pressures to step up to the plate and 
deliver academically, but we struggle 
to articulate how these pressures are 
affecting us. Outward signs of struggle 
can instill internal fears and paranoia. 
This is why my peers and I created 
a Mental Health Awareness Club. 
We plan on breaking the stigma and 
providing information and a safe space 
for students to talk, have discussions 
and even relax with some art therapy 
and meditation sessions. I want students 
to work together – knowing that you’re 
not alone in your struggles is essential.
We’re all here to help each other, and to 
come closer to reach the goal of making 
UNIS  “a better world.” 
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Revisiting Sgt. 
Pepper’s Lonely 

Hearts Club Band, 
50 Years Later

By Ed Horan, T4
 It’s hard to decide the most 
impressive thing about The Beatles.
 Is it their in-depth knowledge of 
the language of music that they acquired 
without formal education? Or is it their 
incredibly diverse output, which ranged 
from the straightforward, unpretentious 
rock-and-roll of 1963’s Please Please 
Me to the psychedelic pop of later 
albums like Magical Mystery Tour? Is it 
their cultural influence that kickstarted 
the “British Invasion” of UK musicians 

into the United States? The fact that 
they did it all in eight years? 
 Whatever the most impressive 
thing about the dazzling musical careers 
of John Lennon, Paul McCartney, 
George Harrison, and Ringo Starr, 
it cannot be denied that their work 
changed the face of popular music as 
we know it. And perhaps the release that 
symbolizes this the best is celebrating 
its 50th anniversary this year. One 
of the most iconic Beatles albums, 
Sergeant Pepper’s Lonely Hearts Club 
Band is important not only because it 
is fantastic but because of the ways in 
which it changed music forever.
 By 1967, The Beatles had 
decided that they were tired of playing 
live, mostly due to the constant 
screaming from the audience that made 
the music almost inaudible. For this 
reason, they planned to create an album 
that they would never need to perform 

live. In creating such a novel project, 
The Beatles made use of effects, 
instruments, and sounds the world 
had never seen, including crossfader 
transitions between tracks that segued 
songs seamlessly into one another, as if 
they were being played live.
 But the most important 
contribution The Beatles made to the 
world of pop music with Sergeant 
Pepper’s Lonely Hearts Club Band 
was the idea of the concept album. 
Sergeant Pepper marked the beginning 
of an age where an album, rather than 
just being a collection of songs, could 
be treated as a single work of art or 
communicate a single idea. Through the 
use of crossfades, background noise, 
and other techniques, Sergeant Pepper 
accomplished just that, giving birth to a 
new era in rock music.
 The idea to create an album from 
the perspective of a separate, fictional 

band was devised by McCartney after 
being forced to vacation in Spain in 
disguise. Initially, the entire album was 
set to mimic a stage show, using pre-
recorded audience applause between 
tracks and other tricks. However, in 
the end, the concept was used only on 
the first two tracks (the introductory 
title track and the bouncy, Starr-helmed 
“With A Little Help From My Friends”).
 Strangely, despite its legacy, 
Sergeant Pepper is far from universally 
beloved: a 1998 poll conducted by the 
BBC of young musicians rated it as the 
worst album of all time – perhaps due 
to its overplay. 
 But don’t let that dissuade 
you. Even 50 years later, the novelty of 
Sergeant Pepper continues to impress. 
Whether you’ve never heard it or can 
sing along to every lyric, give Sergeant 
Pepper a listen. You’ll be glad you did.

Defining 
Diversity in the 
Entertainment 

Industry
By Elizabeth Letsou, T3
 The awards show season is 
a time when actors, filmmakers, and 
musicians are recognized for their 
contributions to the entertainment 
industry.  Many students at UNIS tune 
in to the awards shows to celebrate their 
favorite artists.  But while the season is 
mostly regarded as a time of celebration 
and fun, it is also a time that should 
remind us of a pressing issue that is 
often overlooked. There is a lack of 
diversity in the entertainment industry. 

 UNIS students are aware that 
this is a grave issue.  Grace Li, T3, 
believes that the lack of diversity on 
the silver screen is “discouraging” for 
young minorities who aspire to become 
actors. Grace claims that young people 
believe that in order to be a successful 
actor they have to “look a certain 
way,” or be Caucasian. Defne Levine, 
a recent graduate, hopes that in coming 
years the entertainment industry will 
“encourage diversity.”  The UNIS 
community, being such a diverse 
student body, understandably expects 
more representation of minorities in the 
entertainment industry. 
 In the midst of this year’s 
awards show season, Buzzfeed 
published an article titled, “There Are 
Actually Only 9 Men In Hollywood.” 
The article discusses the striking 
similarities among various successful 
Caucasian male actors. While the 

article is written in a humorous tone and 
alludes to a “Secret Hollywood Cloning 
Programme” that “replicates” men, the 
piece highlights a startling reality of 
the entertainment industry: Caucasian 
men are generally cast over African 
American, Latino, and Asian men. 
 The lack of diversity in the 2017 
Oscar nominations, which comprised 
only Caucasian actors, sparked a 
campaign to boycott the awards show 
known as “Oscars So White.” The 
campaign emphasized the need to 
create opportunities for minorities in 
the film industry and appreciate their 
contributions. The protests put the 
spotlight on the alarming truth that Asian 
actors are the most underrepresented 
group in Hollywood,  only receiving 
1% of leading roles. 
 Often portrayed as studious and 
socially inept, Asians are discriminated 
against and misrepresented in the film 

industry. Perhaps the most conspicuous 
example of the stereotypical Asian 
as represented in film is the character 
Long Duk Dong, a foreign exchange 
student in the 1984 teen romance movie 
Sixteen Candles. 
 The character is best described 
as awkward – he attempts to flirt with 
a pretty American girl and is quickly 
rejected. Long Duk Dong dates a girl 
named “Lumberjack,” and speaks with 
a thick accent despite the actor being 
born in Utah. 
 The character was merely a 
prop offering comedic relief to the 
principal Caucasian characters. Even 
though the movie was made more than 
30 years ago, the portrayal of Asian 
actors is all too familiar. 
 It is crucial that Hollywood 
films not only feature different races 
and genders, but that they represent 
diverse and unique experiences.

Plastic Utensils 
in the UNIS 

Cafeteria
By Grace Li, T3
 For years, UNIS has been 
trying to implement environmentally 
friendly changes around the school to 
promote environmental sustainability 
and encourage the students to be 
more aware of the consequences their 
actions can have on the ecosystem. 
Some examples of changes UNIS has 
successfully put in place include the 
addition of compost bins in the cafeteria 
and the increased use of technology in 
classes in order to become less reliant 
on paper. 
 However, when school started 
in September, many students noticed 
a shocking change in the cafeteria: 

plastic utensils. Many members of 
the community were surprised that 
UNIS reimplemented the use of plastic 
utensils considering the lengths UNIS 
went to in order to become a more eco-
friendly place. 
 Almost everyone was caught 
off guard by the reintroduction of 
plastic utensils, and there remains a lot 
of controversy. I tend to agree: I don’t 
think the usage of disposable cutlery 
in UNIS is justifiable. Platic utensils 
undeniably damage the environment.
 After eating, many of us place 
our disposable utensils in the recycling 
bin thinking they will definitely be 
recycled; however, this is not always 
the case. Even though they are put in 
the correct bin, this does not guarantee 
the utensils will be recycled. In fact, 
only 6% of plastic that is thrown out is 
recycled in the United States. The 94% 
that is not recycled is put in landfills, 
which creates a lot of waste that is 
environmentally toxic. 

 That’s not to say there are no 
benefits. The use of disposable utensils 
is convenient for the cafeteria staff. 
When we use metal forks and knives, 
they have to be washed in order to be 
reused. Since nearly all the students 
from JA to T4 and the faculty use the 
cafeteria, the employees working in the 
cafeteria have a lot to wash. If more 
and more people start using disposable 
utensils, there is significantly less 
cleaning to be done. This will save 
them time, energy, and water. 
 Plastic cutlery can also save 
students a lot of time. For example, 
many clubs meetings are held during 
lunchtime, which means club members 
have to bring their lunch upstairs to 
participate in the meeting. However, if 
a club meeting ends right before a class 
is about to start, the student has to rush 
to the cafeteria to return their plates and 
utensils and come back upstairs to their 
class. As a result, it’s very likely the 
student will miss the beginning of their 

next class. For instance, T3 student 
Elizabeth Letsou recalls, “I once missed 
the beginning of a test because I had to 
put my plate away.” 
 However, this problem can be 
solved with disposable utensils. After 
a meeting, a student would look for 
the nearest trash bin to throw out their 
plates and cutlery. As a result, no class 
time is missed. 
 The convenience and 
accessibility of plastic utensils makes it 
very tempting to continue using them; 
however, considering the damage it can 
do to our environment, it’s ultimately 
not worth it. 
 If the school insists on using 
disposable utensils, they should invest 
in eco-friendly, compostable cutlery. 
This way, UNIS can continue with its 
mission to create a greener school, and 
the students and faculty will have the 
practicality they need without harming 
the ecosystem. 
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This past March, #ISaidYes to IBM and I
never looked back! I never imagined that I
would trade the big Red (Cornell) for the

Blue for a semester and work full time, but I
think IBM was the perfect place to take the
risk. I really like my team and I'm learning
so much about Techincal Support. Who

knows where I'll go from here? Hopefully,
I'll make Martha Pollack proud :).
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THE SHAKESPEARE PROPHECY PROJECT

202-436-7896 
dahadzi@spp.org 

2900 S St. NW 
Washington, DC 
20007 

Rationale:  

296 words (including the heading and 
signature)

May 17, 2017 

I have attached a formal play proposal for this production of. It includes a 
summary of my plan, my major edits to the script, my sketches for costume and 
set designs, as well as our budget and marketing strategy.  

My target audience is America’s youth, because most students in the public 
school system are required to analyze at least one of Shakespeare’s works. But 
today, the ease of finding innovative approaches to presenting stories through 
the social media has made it difficult to engage students with Shakespeare in 
the classroom. The language barrier between our contemporary English and 
Shakespeare’s Elizabethan English also presents a challenge for engaging youth 
with The Tempest. Recently, broadway plays such as Hamilton have 
successfully reclaimed the power of live production by presenting a traditional 
story by manipulating language and pronunciation in a unique way. We, too, can 
captivate students as we reinvent a classic story with our incorporation of 
visuals with the setting and costuming, and with our reformatted script, which 
presents the intended meaning of the lines in a scene, and its overall tone in a 
relatable way. 

I have explored literary texts such as The Tempest during Part Four of our 
workshop series on Language and Literature. I’ve chosen to produce a modern 
version of The Tempest because its text is rich with motifs and themes, which 
allows us to explore how these themes are developed through literary devices, 
such as symbolism with the storm and diction for each exchange of dialogue, 
and how the effect of these devices can be amplified through live performance. 

With this new rendition, I can transform the audience’s experience of watching 
The Tempest 2.0: New Sensations. Please feel free to contact me with any 
questions or concerns regarding my proposal. 



The Tempest 2.0: New Sensations 

Prepared for: The International Baccalaureate Organization 
Prepared by: Dominique Ahadzi, CEO of The Shakespeare Prophecy Project 
May 17, 2017 
Proposal number: 180-5034 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
Rating 

PG-13 

Run Timeline 

3-4 Weeks 

An Overview of The New Production 

This modern rendition of The Tempest will feature the same storyline with some narration to put the scene into 
context, a greater parallel between the backdrop and the weather conditions described in the play, and more 
musical numbers during the scenes, especially ones that feature songs and poetry. It will be more of a recount of 
events, as we will see key parts of the story in the characters’ point of view rather than in third person limited. 

MAJOR EDITS TO THE SCRIPT 
The play opens with a roar of thunder and a lightning bolt, with a backdrop of a dark sky. This will occur before any 
of the characters speak so that the audience is initially paralyzed with the same fear that the characters on the ship 
are experiencing. 

In the lines where the characters are not expressing their thoughts to any particular person, that character will be 
spotlighted as though they are filming a reality T.V confessional; This will occur, for example, in Gonzalo’s last four 
speeches (Act 1, Scene 1), and in Prospero’s backstory (Act 1, Scene 2). The small details that they say seem to 
have little relevance of the moment, but those details will be crucial to the audience’s understanding of the plot as 
the play progresses, so they will be performed in isolation. Ariel and Prospero will be the main characters that 
perform their parts in this manner, as they are the link between the split-up passengers, as well as the most active 
characters in the story. 

Another major change will be that parts where Ariel performs his magic will be turned into a mini-musical number 
because we see throughout the original play that the magic performed by Ariel and other supernatural beings, like 
the gods in Act 5, is accompanied by music. 
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SAMPLE OF THE SCRIPT 
In 3.3.70-101, Ariel confronts Antonio, Alonso and Sebastian about their actions against 
Prospero. Although Shakespeare originally did not write this text in the form of a song, we feel 
that adding some base-driven , key of C-minor background music in this scene will highlight 
the intense mood. 
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You — are     three men      of sin,    whom      Des - tiny,   That  hath to — nstrument   

Photos by the candidate (using music-generating software).



SET DESIGN 

Set of the island, including Prospero’s cell, the woods where Caliban lives, and more (Model 
and background created by the candidate, citation for background photos in Works Cited). 

The characters will wander about the island, and even pass through each other’s scenes, without being visibly 
affected by the setting that the other characters are trapped in, or being able to see the characters outside of their 
group. For example, I would like to have Ferdinand and Alonso pass one another without noticing whenever one of 
them mentions or thinks of the other. This will amplify the existing effect of the dramatic irony in this play.  

Some characters scenes may occur in the background while a particular group has the spotlight. When it is time 
to shift attention to a different group, the lights will focus more on that group; to the characters, it will feel as 
though the sun as beaming on them, but the audience will know who to focus on, bearing in mind that these 
events are not actually happening in the isolation that the characters feel, they just can’t see or hear each other 
due to the curse. 
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The Forest of Sycorax 
(Caliban, Trinculo, 

Stephano)

Prospero’s Cell 
(Miranda, Ferdinand)

At Shore 
(Alonso, Sebastian, 

Antonio, Gonzalo, co.)

(Other passengers)

Map of the set



COSTUME DESIGNS 
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Prospero will have one outfit change, while 
the other characters remain in the same outfit. 
This change will occur as Prospero reveals 
himself to King Alonso and the others in order 
to symbolize what Prospero was once (duke), 
and has become (the tyrant of a small island 
in the Caribbean) as a result of them sending 
him and his daughter off to die at sea 
(Sketched by the candidate).
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Miranda is young, gorgeous, 
innocent, and well mannered, 
so she will wear a simple, short 
dress in a grey or white color 
to represent this. Ferdinand is 
also young, and full of valor, as 
represented by his minor 
embellishments, but he is a 
simple man at heart (Sketched 
by the candidate).

These figures, like Ferdinand, 
are dressed in dramatic irony 
to their social status. Alonso 
wears his regular king’s attire 
with a large cape; it’s enough 
for him to sink into it and hide. 
Antonio and Sebastian are 
listed as one here because of 
the parallel between the two 
of them, in terms of their roles 
in the kingdom and in the 
play. Gonzalo is not dressed 
as nobly as the others due to 
his lower status, but he still 
has a respectable ensemble 
which shows that the power 
he may show in the play is not 
external (Sketched by the 
candidate).  
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These costumes are reflective of the personalities or descriptions of 
the characters; Stephano and Trinculo, two drunk butlers, and 
Caliban, a hideous monster (Sketched by the Candidate, Photo by 
Travel Studies).

Ariel is tiny, majestic and powerful; his skin sparkles in the sunlight, 
he can fly at the speed of light, and he looks much like a guardian 
angel. This reflects his role throughout the play as he goes from 
group to group (Sketched by the candidate).



MARKETING STRATEGY 
This new version of the play will be branded as “The Tempest 2.0: New Sensations”. Our promotional posters, one 
featuring the image attached on the cover of the proposal, will set the tone of the play with a mysterious hue of 
background colors, with hints of earth tones to highlight the element of nature in the original script. This collection 
of posters will give the public a preview of how each character sees the situation with the storm, or a revelation 
that the character has in the midst of this chaos. 

Left: The proportional poster for Miranda, where she first opens her eyes to a world beyond the 
island (Created by the candidate) | Right: The promotional poster for the play (Created by the 
candidate with sources images). 

Word Count : 994 
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Rationale 

This written task explores textual biases in famous periodicals, as studied in Part 2: Language in Mass Communication, and how it connects to their 

agenda. I chose to mimic CNN by creating an original layout of a satirical parody of their website, titled The Social Constitution. I created headlines 

and articles that mimic the negative tone in their current political articles. I also traded the crimson color of CNN for a cooler-toned blue. This alludes 

to a departure from the colors associated with the Republican party. It also sets a cooler, harsher tone for the written task, as I will highlight the 

reoccurrence of pessimistic language in these political news articles. 

CNN has been known to show an obvious bias against the Trump Administration. For example, they posted an article to their Facebook page with 

the headline “How Donald Trump is benefiting from 'Donald Trump fatigue’”. Before I opened the article, the writer’s choice of words indicated to me 

that in their view, Donald Trump is so privileged that he would benefit from a seemingly uncomfortable situation. This irony of the phrase “benefiting 

from Donald Trump fatigue” paints the president as spoiled. This tone continues throughout; the article discusses the media controversy that Trump 

is in the midst of, and how his social media practices are unbecoming of a president. He often comments that these stories are ‘fake news’, and that 

the media outlet that published the story are perpetrators of criticism towards him. Yet he praises periodicals that that are biased in favor of him: like 

Fox News. Trump’s media rhetoric shows that bias cannot be avoided. News outlets are supposedly responsible for filtering through bias to 

represent the truth; but as we’ve seen with CNN, the truth is simply a matter of which bias to emphasize. 

Word Count: 299 



Hold the Graduation Caps! US Secretary of Education 
Betsy DeVos Announces New Graduation 
Requirements for High School Students  
By Douglas List | Jul 18, 2017

In order to ensure that their high school students meet these targets and grow into intellectual people, the 
US Department of Education will be adding Grades 13 and 14 to all secondary schools by September 
2019. Read More >>

The Second Civil War? California, New 
York, Maine, Pennsylvania, and others 
to secede from the Union 
By Patrick Manlove Jr. |  Jul 1, 2017

The states’ just released a joint statement (delivered by California 
Governor Jerry Brown), citing that Donald Dru-Trump has embarrassed 
them and their forefathers for the last time. New York has already taken 
legal action to disown the incumbent president.  Read More >> 

THE SOCIAL CONSTITUTION 
                                The World Periodical of Justice 

NEWS | FEATURES | OPINIONS & EDITORIALS | ARTS AND CULTURE | HEALTH | ADVOCACY | THE PUBLIC CONSENSUS

Switzerland is now 
issuing an advisory 
against trips to these 
locations. Yikes!
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By Douglas List, TSC White House Spy Correspondent

Updated 1:04 AM ET, Sun July 23, 2017

Washington (TSC) — At a press conference held at 
the White House on Friday night, Secretary DeVos 
announced a new set of targets that the Classes of 
2018 and on will have to meet in order to obtain a US 
High School Diploma.

After receiving backlash over what many of Donald 
Drumpf’s associates, including DeVos herself 
(unofficially), call a failure on the President’s part to 
protect all students from discrimination, she has 
declared her dedication to ensuring that all students 

are taken care of by the law, and that they are “adequately prepared to face the real 
world.” 

This plan includes a review of their legal status in the US—to ensure that students are 
receiving proper resources for their education. Many, like New York Governor Andrew 
Cuomo, have called this measure out for what it is: “means for United States Citizenship 
and Immigration Services [USCIS] to track down undocumented students and then deny 
them diplomas for their hard work, as well as deport their families. [The administration] 
will stop at nothing to promote an antagonistic view of immigrants.“
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TOP STORIES

President Trump to hire Russian songwriter Yury 
Chernavsky to rewrite the National Anthem

The Second Civil War? 
California, New York, Maine, 
Pennsylvania, and others to 
secede from the Union

Story Highlights

Several states have criticized 
these requirements for being 
discriminatory.

The US Department of 
Education to add Grades 13 
and 14 to all secondary 
schools, effective September 
2019. 

Hold the Graduation Caps! US Secretary of 
Education Betsy DeVos Announces New 
Graduation Requirements for High School 
Students

Click Here!
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By Patrick Manlove Jr, TSC Reporter

Updated 3:08 PM ET, Wed July 12, 2017

TOP STORIES

Dear Mr. President: They’re Just Not That Into 
You!

At the urging of President Trump, all US  Public 
High Schools will now be required to offer classes 
about US-Russia Foreign Relations

Story Highlights

The states are discussing 
their succession in Congress.

New York to appear in front of 
the Supreme Court to revoke 
Trump’s New York birth 
certificate.

California (TSC) — Following the Senator’s 
Referendum on July 1, the representatives of 
California, New York, Maine, Pennsylvania, New 
Hampshire and Delaware have resolved to put forth a 
proposal to secede from the Union and form a brand 
new nation, called the Big League of America (BLA). 
This decision comes only weeks after President Donald 
Trump announced that the US was pulling out of the 
Paris Agreement.

“Donald J. Trump is a poor representative at best,” comments Governor Chris Sununu of 
New Hampshire. “To put it simply, he is an embarrassment to our states, and an even 
bigger embarrassment to his country.”

Succession papers are already in the works; the governors are set to attend a 
congressional meeting next month to discuss negotiations, such as ownership of public 
buildings and monuments, sharing resources, trade and more. But there is one issue that 
has not yet been resolved: how to ensure that Donald Trump is not regarded as a natural-
born citizen of the new nation, as he was born in Queens, New York City. A representative 
from the Empire State will, separately, appear before the Supreme Court to repeal 
Trump’s New York City birth certificate.
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